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What is Drupal?
Your web site has been designed using a “content management system” (that allows publishing, editing, and
modifying content as well as site maintenance from a central web page1) called Drupal. All of your data will be
stored “in the cloud” (delivered over a network) so you can update your site from any computer, as long as you
have the proper authority to do so.
Drupal is a software package that allows users to easily publish, manage and organize a wide variety of content.
Everything that will be on your web site is divided into content types. You add information to the site by adding
“content”
A common question people who are inquiring about Drupal often ask is, "how does it compare to Dreamweaver (or
any other web design tool)?" The short answer is that Drupal is not meant to be a design tool - Drupal is designed to
manage and deliver content. While Dreamweaver is sometimes used to manage small, static web sites, Drupal is
meant to manage larger web sites often with a range of interactive features. Many people use Dreamweaver to
design the site then use Drupal to manage the site.2

The Drupal codebase is the software platform that makes things happen (sort of like the operating system on your
home computer). This handles the basic functions of the web site and is maintained at Episcopal House.
The theme (how your website will look) and database have already been customized by your church’s leadership
and the church website project team at the diocese.
You will be updating your web site by creating and modifying the content of your database. This will be as simple
as logging in and filling out a form. As this is a database driven , you will be able to enter something once and have
it appear in multiple places.
If you can use Microsoft Word, you can update your website. No special software is needed, and you can log in
from any computer over the internet. You can even assign different people permission to update different parts of
website, with oversight and approval.
1
2

Content management system, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_management_system (August 2012)
What is Drupal?, http://drupaleasy.com/what-drupal (August 2012)
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Content types
Basic Features
Content
Use for longer text (with an optional illustration) such as articles, sermons or announcements.
Event
Use for items to appear in the calendar. You will create an “event” for each calendar activity.
Media
Use for your photo albums, videos and audio files.
Page
Use for your static content, such as an 'About us' page.
People
Use for clergy, staff, lay leaders and other people who work for the church. Includes contact information
and a photo.
Resource
Use for downloadable files, such as PDF, Word, Excel, etc.

Advanced Features
Blog entry
Use for individual blog posts (with an optional illustration).
Slideshow Image Content
Use for images to display in the slideshow in the body of the page.
Slideshow Image Header
Use for images to display in the slideshow in the header at the top of the page.
Webform
Use for online forms that users can fill out and submit. Submissions are recorded and accessible to
authorized users.
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How the web pages are designed
Each page on your web site is divided into basically two areas - the static and dynamic part of the page. The static
area contains data that does not normally change (headings, navigation menus, etc.) The dynamic area contains
data does change (news articles, worship schedules, etc.)

Information is added to the dynamic portion of the web site by adding content that is “tagged” for that section.
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What are tags?
A tag is what is used to determine where items will appear on your web site.
It is used to place content on a page.
A tag is like a description. It describes some piece of content. These definitions are created when your web site is
set up.
Each page on your web site is unique – each page can have one tag
Example 1) Three different content types that have the same tag – a person, A resource and an event with the tag
“Worship”
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Example 2) A Resource with the tag “Sunday School”

Example 3) An Event with the tag “Healing” (What We Do  Healing Ministry)
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Logging in
You must be logged in to your web site to add content or make changes. Your login information (Username and
Password) will be given to you by
To log in, enter the following in your internet browser, substituting www.stswithins-swamp.org with the name of
your church’s web site.
www.stswithins-swamp.org/user/login
Then enter your username and password.

Your username will display after you have successfully loged in
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Creating Content
After you have logged in, you will be able to create content. This User Menu is available on every page of your
web site. Click on “Create Content”.

Next, click on the type of content you wish to create.
Please note that the below list represents all content types. The permissions that are assigned to your account will
control the content that you can create.

All content will have the following areas: Title, Body (this is where you add descriptive text, this is edited like a
Word document) and Tags.
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“Content” content type
Fill out the information on this page to create content with longer text (with optional illustration) such as
articles, sermons or announcements.
Give the article a name by entering a Title.
You can add a graphic the article by uploading an Illustration. It is a good practice to always fill out the Alternate
text section (screen readers for the blind use this text)
By: Enter the name of the person that is authoring this content
Enter the full text of the article in the Body section. You can use the same formatting as if you were creating a
Word document.

If you would like this content entry to appear on the Slideshow of the front page of your web site, enter dates in the
Slideshow Date Range to specify how long it should appear. The first date listed is the start date and the second
date that is listed the end date.

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).
Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).
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Example: How to create the “Content” content type
Enter the title

Upload an illustration (optional). The “title” of the illustration is the caption.

Enter the name of the author and text, which will constitute the body of the “article”
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Enter the Slideshow Date Range (optional)

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).
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Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).

Click “Save”

This is the published content
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Note: the “Content” content type will appear on the News page and the page(s) for which it is tagged

Example: Content tagged “Fellowship”
“Content” tagged for Fellowship appears on the News page and the Fellowship pages
News

Fellowship
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Event
Fill out the information on this page to create an event. All events appear on the calendar.
Give a name to the event by filling out the “Title” information
Enter the relevant date and time information
Enter (optional) descriptive text about the event in the “Body” section

Note: Illustration, Body (Edit summary) and Slideshow Date Start are all optional
Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).
Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).
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Example: How to create an Event
Enter the title and start date (end-date is optional – click “show end date”) of the event

Upload an illustration (optional). The “title” of the illustration is the caption.

Enter the text which describes the event (optional)
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Enter the Slideshow Date Range (optional)

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).

Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).

Click “Save”
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This is the published Event:
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Example: Event tagged “Outreach”
“Show end date” is not needed for this event

Since this event was tagged for Outreach, it will appear on the Calendar and the Outreach page
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Note: Events with the “worship” tag will appear on the calendar, the worship page and the home page (it will
appear on the home page (“Worship this Week”) for one week prior to the date of the event)

Example: Event tagged “Worship”

1) Create the event

2) It will appear on the Calendar
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3) It will appear on the Worship page as an upcoming event

4) It will appear on the home page under “Worship this Week”
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Media
Fill out the information on this page to create photo albums and videos.

Note:
Audio files are not currently supported

Give the media a name by entering a Title.
You can add an image that will be used in the thumbnail listings by uploading an Illustration.

Note:
Photos do not always need a title

Locate the image on your computer by clicking the Browse button, then click Upload.
Provide a description of this image in the Alternate Text and Title sections

Enter information about you are uploading in the Description section. You can use the same formatting as if you
were creating a Word document
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Locate the images on your computer by clicking the Browse button, then click Upload.
Provide a description of this image in the Alternate Text and Title sections

To add more images, click on Browse in the Add a new file section
Note:
Photos must be less than then 8MB
and uploaded one at a time

If you would like this media entry to appear on the Slideshow of the front page of your web site, enter dates in the
Slideshow Date Range to specify how long it should appear.

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).
Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).
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Example: Creating a photo album
Add Title, Illustration and Description

Add Photos
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Add tag(s). This step is optional. In this example, the “Fellowship” tag was selected
Publish.
The album will appear on the “Photos & Video” and “Fellowship” pages.
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Page
Fill out the information on this page to create static content, such as an 'About us' page.
Give the page a name by entering a Title.
You can add a graphic the blog entry by uploading an Illustration.

Provide Alternate Text and a Title for the illustration you upload

Enter the full text of the page in the Body section. You can use the same formatting as if you were creating a Word
document.
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If you would like this page to appear on the Slideshow of the front page of your web site, enter dates in the
Slideshow Date Range to specify how long it should appear. Note: most often, this option is not selected.

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).
Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).
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People
Use “people” for clergy, staff, lay leaders and other people (these categories can be expanded) who work for the
church. You should include contact information and a photo.

Note:
You can add multiple phone numbers
and email addresses

Note:
This is the sort order
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Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).

Tags indicate this person is the official contact for the related website content. Use with caution. Only tag the
person if you want them to be contacted about the category/topic.

Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).

This person will appear on the “Clergy, Staff & Leaders page

And any pages for which they were tagged
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Resource
Use resource for downloadable files, such as PDF, Word, Excel, etc. This is typically used for things like
registration forms, etc.

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).

Tags manage when resources are displayed in a sidebar next to related content. Select as many tags as apply to this
resource.
Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).
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Example: A resource tagged “Communications”
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Blog Entry (optional feature)
Please note: This is an optional feature. Not all churches will elect to include blogs on their web sites.
Fill out the information on this page to create a blog entry.
Give the blog entry a name by entering a Title.
You can add a graphic the blog entry by uploading an Illustration.
Enter the full text of the blog in the Body section. You can use the same formatting as if you were creating a Word
document.

If you would like this blog entry to appear on the Slideshow of the front page of your web site, enter dates in the
Slideshow Date Range to specify how long it should appear.

Check the appropriate Tags (for further explanation, see What are Tags? on page 29).
Check the appropriate Publishing options (for further explanation, see Publishing Options on page 32).
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Publishing Options
Publishing your content is a two-step process. First select the appropriate Publication Status then the Publishing
Options.

Publication Status

Change the publication status.





Draft: will save your content so it will only be available to you and the web site administrators
Submit for Review: Notifies the person who will review and publish your work
Published: makes content available to the public
Archived / Not Visible: will effectively remove content from public view but you will be able to retrieve it

Publishing Options

There several options available when you are ready to publish the content you have been working on
Note: The default setting is “Published”

Published must be checked for your content to be “written” to the web site. Note: It is a good practice to uncheck
“Published” when you select the “Archived” publishing option. This makes it easier to find in the “My content
summary” menu.
Your work may be saved as “review”. This Depends upon the authorities that are associated with your username
Promoted to front page will show your content on the home page.
For a worship event to be promoted to the front page, it must also be included in a “slideshow”
Sticky at top of lists will override the normal sorting order and place your content at the top of

Click Save to complete your changes or Preview to review them.
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How do I do that?
Add items to Slideshow on the front page
Three types of content can be added to the slideshow that is on the home page of the web site




Event
Page
Content

The content must have an Illustration, slideshow date and be promoted to front page

For an event, supply the Slideshow Start Date. It will automatically “roll off” the slideshow when the date of the
event passes.

For Page or Content, supply the beginning and ending dates.
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You must select “Promoted to Front Page” under publishing options
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Paste items from a Word document
To retain the formatting of your information from a Word document(and convert it to Drupal Format),

click on the icon that has the “W”,

and follow the prompts to paste your data in the window that will pop up.
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Paste items as plain text
To eliminate the formatting properties of the information you have copied (and convert it to Drupal Format),

click on the icon that has the “T”,

and follow the prompts to paste your data in the window that will pop up.
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Archive Content
Archive content that you want to remove from the website but still have it available for you to edit or re-publish at a
later time.
Locate the content you wish to archive and select “edit”

Scroll down to “Change Publication Status state” and select Archived/ Not Visible

Then go to “Publishing Options” and uncheck “Published” then click “Save”
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Delete Content
Delete content that you want to permanently remove from the website.
Locate the content you wish to delete and select “edit”

Scroll to the bottom of the page and click “Delete”

You will receive a warning message.

Click “Delete” again
You will receive a confirmation message
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Clone Content
It is sometimes useful to clone content that is similar (for example, calendar events that stay the same except for the
date) in order to save time (and typing!). The cloned content will contain the same tags as the original.
Since most of the content that you will clone are calendar events, that example is shown below.
Click on the content you want to clone, then click “Clone content”

The title of the new event becomes “Clone of”…

Change the title and the event date/time
Publish
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Create a Photo Album
From the User Menu, click “Create content”

Select “Media”

Add the Title, Description and Illustration (both optional). Make sure you fill out the Optional Text for the
Illustration (used by screen readers, search engines, or when the image cannot be loaded).
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Add Photos (one at a time)

Fill out the Alternate text and Title fields. Both fields are optional but populating Alternate text is encouraged.

Add a new file for each additional photo to be added via the Browse and Upload buttons
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Select the appropriate tag(s) (for example, “Fellowship”) then Publish

The album will appear in the Photos & Video page, along with the page(s) with the corresponding tag(s)

Since this album was tagged with Fellowship it will appear on the Fellowship page
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